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About ABILITY

ABILITY® Network is a leading
information technology company
helping providers and payers simplify
the administrative and clinical
complexities of healthcare through
innovative applications and data
analytics. ABILITY is headquartered
in Minneapolis with principal offices in
Boston and Tampa.
Follow us on Twitter,
LinkedIn,YouTube and Facebook

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. – Feb. 25, 2016 – ABILITY® Network, a leading information
technology company, announced today that it has acquired G4 Health Systems,
Inc. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.
G4 Health Systems is a national provider of next-generation revenue cycle
management (RCM) services and health data analytics for small and mid-sized
hospitals, physician offices, and post-acute providers. G4 also brings advanced
API-based RCM tools that can serve ABILITY Strategic Partner customers
(EMR vendors, software companies, and payers, among others). ABILITY helps
providers across the healthcare continuum, offering innovative applications and
data analytics, including RCM services, connections to payers, and clinical support
systems.
“This acquisition represents an exciting step forward for ABILITY,” said
Mark A. Pulido, Chairman and CEO of ABILITY Network. “G4 and ABILITY offer
complementary services to help providers and the vendors who serve them.
Together we will expand the markets we serve and meet an even wider range
of customer needs.”
Pulido added, “Leveraging G4’s advanced tools and analytics and ABILITY’s
go-to-market capabilities will benefit our entire customer base.”
“Joining G4 with ABILITY advances the work that G4 has begun, by providing
the scale to succeed in a dynamic market,” said John Carter, founder and CEO
of G4 Health Systems. “The combination of the ABILITY and G4 teams will
accelerate the development and delivery of state-of-the-art services to serve
the ever-changing needs of our healthcare customers.”
Carter and all other G4 employees have joined the ABILITY team.

For more information about ABILITY, please visit www.abilitynetwork.com
or contact info@abilitynetwork.com.

